"AMBITION IS THE WAY TO SUCCESS"
After a successful career as a rider, it’s time now for the 2 times World Champion to step in her new life as Team Owner and Manager. The Team 114 was created in 2014 and since then never stop improving. After fighting in WMX for a world title as rider, Livia will now fight in mx2 class for the same goal but as Team Manager.

2018’S RACE CALENDAR

4 MARS // ARGENTINA
18 MARS // SPAIN
25 MARS // EUROPE (NL)
8 AVRIL // TRENTO (I)
15 AVRIL // PORTUGAL
1 MAI // RUSSIA
13 MAI // LATVIA
20 MAI // GERMANY
3 JUIN // GREAT BRITAIN
10 JUIN // FRANCE
17 JUIN // ITALY
1 JUILLET // INDONESIA
8 JUILLET // ASIA (INDONESIA)
22 JUILLET // CZECH REPUBLIC
5 AOUT // BELGIUM
12 AOUT // SWEDEN
19 AOUT // SWITZERLAND
2 SEPTEMBRE // TURKEY
16 SEPTEMBRE // HOLLAND
30 SEPTEMBRE // IMOLA (I)
Honda 114 Motorsports is a newcomer in the small world of the MXGP, but with high expectations.

Livia Lancelot has always been a hard worker as a rider, and she will make sure to give as much energy as Team Manager. In few months the Project was born and today there is a strong Team of Professional people to help the riders to achieve their goals.

Livia will be helped by a Chief Mechanic, Engine Mechanic, 2 Race’s Mechanics, 1 Driver, 1 Training Mechanic.

With the help of Fiat Professional, riders will be in the best conditions to go practice. And the Team will have one the best trailer in the Paddock for 2018, with an Hospitality to welcome our Riders and partners.

Livia kept some of her longs terms partners as Bihr, Fox, Renthal, KYB, Xtrig, Eleven MX, Axp, YCF, Braking.

The team will count on the technical Support of Honda Geico for the Engine and KYB for the suspension.

With the New 250 CRF we are sure to have a really competitive bike for this MX2 class, and we will give our best to bring this bike on the Podium as often as possible.
**Rider’s Digest**

Hunter LAWRENCE (AUS)
01/08/99 Sunshine Coast (AUS)

2017
Individual MX2 Champion at MXON in UK
2 podiums in the world championship MX2 (USA & France)

2016
1 Victory in European Championship (DE)
1 podium in European Championship (Holland)

2015
3rd of The World Junior Cup
Australian’s Champion MX2

Bas VAESSEN (HOL)
Born 13/01/1998 in Swalmen (Holland)

2017
5th in World Championship MX2 (GP d’Italie)

2016
3rd in the 250cc European Championship. 1 victory/3 podiums.

2015
2 times 7th in the 250cc European Championship (HOL/LET)

2014
Second in the 125cc European Championship (BEL)

2014
Australian Champion (125cc)
The world motocross championship has got a large television covering. The official TV (MXGP TV) broadcast around the world across their own website and with a large of agreement with national television such as L’ÉQUIPE TV, EUROSPORT, FOX SPORTS, BEIN SPORTS, MOTORSPORTS.TV, CBS SPORTS and many more. (source: http://www.mxgp.com/inside-mxgp/tv-broadcasters)
Thanks to our partners.

Join Them & Support Us!

Team Owner Livia Lancelot / livia@114motorsports.com